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Abstract 
This article examines the stylistic analysis of the use of language in L'Etat zhéros où la guerre 
des gaous by Maurice Bandama. Every literary work is an expression of a language and if, 
consequently, it is inscribed as a social act in this language, it is at the same time an 
innovative individual formulation. Language in general can be defined as a sign system that 
can be used for communication. Language is a basic necessity that allows people to connect 
with each other, influence their lives, express their feelings and feel part of the community 
they live in. Therefore, each writer uses his own style to express his thoughts and ideas to the 
readers or audience. Stylistics can be defined as a set of resources that linguistics puts at the 
reader's disposal to analyze and extract meaning from the text. The goal is to read the text in 
order based on the text entries identified through linguistics. The concept of linguistic 
stylistics is related to stylistic research that relies heavily on the scientific principles of 
language in its analysis. These global rules fall into the categories of lexical, grammatical, 
word form, context, and formality. This article shows how the writer uses French to express 
his people's opinion in Maurice Bandama's novel L'Etat zhéros où la guerre des gaous. The 
purpose of this research is to conduct a stylistic analysis in this novel using the analysis 
model developed by Leech and Short as the main approach in this work. As a result, the 
author can manipulate the structure of the French language to achieve his goal. 
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Introduction 
 
Literature has long been celebrated as a realm where words transcend their mere semantic 
value, transforming into powerful vehicles of artistic expression. Within the realm of literary 
works, language takes on a unique significance, offering authors a palette of stylistic choices 
through which they can captivate readers, convey intricate emotions, and illuminate complex 
themes. In this article, we embark on a stylistic analysis of the use of language in the 
renowned novel "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" by Maurice Bandaman. 
 
"L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" is a literary masterpiece that immerses readers in 
the vibrant world of Ivorian literature. Through Bandaman's carefully crafted language and 
stylistic choices, the novel offers a profound exploration of society, politics, and human 
nature. By undertaking a meticulous examination of these stylistic elements, we aim to shed 
light on the artistic techniques employed by the author to create a compelling narrative and 
engage readers on multiple levels. 
 
Throughout our analysis, we will delve into the use of figurative language, such as 
metaphors, similes, and symbolism, which enrich the text and imbue it with deeper meaning. 
We will explore the author's manipulation of syntax, rhythm, and narrative structure, seeking 
to unravel the intricate web of linguistic devices that contribute to the novel's unique aesthetic 
and literary impact.  
 
Additionally, we will examine the use of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions 
in "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous." By incorporating these linguistic elements, 
Bandaman captures the essence of Ivorian culture, allowing readers to immerse themselves 
fully in the linguistic tapestry of the narrative and fostering a sense of authenticity and 
cultural resonance. 
 
Through this stylistic analysis, we aim to uncover the nuances and artistic choices that shape 
the language of "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous." By examining how language 
functions as a vehicle for storytelling, social commentary, and cultural representation, we can 
gain a deeper appreciation for Bandaman's literary craftsmanship and the profound impact of 
language in the realm of literature. 
 
Biography of Maurice Bandaman 
 
Maurice Kouakou Bandaman was born in 1962 in Toumodi, Côte d'Ivoire. Ivorian novelist 
and playwright, Maurice Bandaman entered literature by winning first prize in 1986 in the 
competition organized by the CNOU and CEDA for students with a collection of short 
stories: A Woman for a Medal. In 1993, he received the Grand Prix littéraire de l'Afrique 
Noire for his novel Le Fils-de-la-femme-mâle (L'Harmattan). He has written several plays, 
including, La Terre qui pleure; a finalist in the 1998 RFI competition. He taught Modern 
Literature at the Lycée moderne de Dabou from 1988 to 1995 and at the Lycée classique 
d’Abidjan from 1995 to 2000 before being called in January 2000 by Professor Henriette 
Dagri Diabaté, Minister of Culture and Francophonie, to head the Sous-direction des Arts et 
de la Culture, a position he held for four months. In May, 2011, Maurice Bandaman became 
Minister of Culture and Francophonie in Guillaume Soro's government. On 13th March, 2012, 
he was reappointed to the same post in the government of Jeannot Kouadio-Ahoussou. 
 
 



Summary of L’état Z’hero ou la guerre des gaous  
 
The book begins with an opening song by Akedawa who narrates the story of his tragedy. 
Poor as he was, God had made him immensely rich in a dream and he enjoyed a hedonistic 
life. When he wakes up, disappointed to realize that it was only a dream, he went to see God 
and asked him to absolutely realize this dream. God granted his wish by demanding one 
condition: not to abuse his power, not to crush the poor and the weak, not to take from the 
orphan his due, not to deprive the widow of her property, not to deprive the orphan of the 
fruit of his labor, not to make him stateless.  
 
Akedewa did not respect his commitment to God. He abused his power, and God's 
punishment was his extreme degradation. Since then, he has been serving his sentence by 
transforming himself into a storyteller to instruct the world and make morality understandable 
through the stories that are told about him. 
 
Through this introduction, the author opens the reflection by posing the problem of power 
and moral values. The continuation of Akèdèwa's tale about his friend, Kanégnon's story 
helps to understand the author's message. Kanegnon, Akèdèwa's friend, is a strange child. His 
mother carried his pregnancy for 21 years and from his mother's womb, he was a feared 
opponent who would lead political meetings and harass crowds. The author describes 
Kanégnon before he was born as a mysterious, warlike and belligerent baby who carries the 
seeds of violence, a man whose destiny was to avalanche deviations.  
 
Kanégnon is finally born but he remains a very violent child who beats his father to death. To 
help him gain self-control, his father decides that he must undergo a sacred initiation and he 
passed all tests. He dropped out of school but managed to get a scholarship to study in France 
which allowed him to obtain doctorates in philosophy, economics and history. He created his 
political party. With Gbagla Dodo as first lady, they took power through mystical practices 
after “seven unsuccessful attempts including four aborted coups d'état and three disastrous 
and calamitous elections.” 
 
In the rest of his account, the author describes the reign of Kanégnon and his wife. The horror 
of their mystical practices with the help of Akèdèwa, the unstoppable human sacrifices, the 
blood of innocent people, etc. characterized his power: like this redheaded woman, pregnant 
with twins, buried alive (pages 64, 65, 66) and this little redheaded virgin of 13 years old 
whom the President abused and sacrificed (from pages 78 to 83). 
 
For the author, President Kanégnon’s power has its source and roots in mystical practices and 
strong sexual activity. He is a heartless man for whom the well-being of the people is 
secondary. His reign produced nothing but misfortune for his people which justified the 
armed rebellion that divided the country into two parts. 
 
The first lady, Gbagla Dodo, has more or less the same personality in the author’s 
description. He robbed her of all humanity and made her an accomplice to her husband’s 
human sacrifices and mystical practices. The author made her present in the beginning of his 
story and her character fades away gradually.  
 
Akèdèwa is described as a mystical person, a priest of the occult sciences who has the gift of 
ubiquity. He is President Kanegnon’s right-hand man, his spiritual advisor, his spy, his 
missionary, etc. He transforms himself into a student to spy on and avenge his daughter who 



was raped by some students; he also transforms himself into a spy to infiltrate the terrible 
forces who delivered a bloody rebellion to President Kanégnon. He has spiritual powers that 
allow him to officiate black masses and orgies to nourish and maintain the reign of the 
President. He is the one that will bring about the fall of the President. In short, he is a man 
without faith or law, for whom the end justifies the means. What seems incomprehensible and 
often incoherent in the author's account is the mystical power that he described in the 
beginning of his story in Akèdèwa which he used often to get out of difficult situations and 
get the President out of difficult situations. 
 
Conceptual framework 
 
Definition of stylistics 
 
The conceptual point of reference for this study is stylistics and stylistic analysis. Abubakre 
(2011:263) defines stylistics as the aspect of linguistics which deals with occasions of 
distinctive language use objectively by providing both the literary and functional 
interpretation of such usage in literary and non-literary discourse. According to Verdonk 
(2002), a renowned scholar in stylistics: "Stylistics is a method of textual interpretation in 
which primacy of place is assigned to language. It investigates how linguistic choices relate 
to meaning and how they contribute to making texts what they are." In the book "An 
Introduction to Stylistics," Jeffries (2010) offers the following definition: "Stylistics is the 
study of literary discourse, with particular attention to style. It aims to account for the 
interpretative effects of literary texts, especially those effects which depend upon patterns of 
language choices and the production and reception of meaning." In "The Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of the English Language," Crystal (1995) defines stylistics as: "The linguistic 
analysis of style in language, with particular attention to the choice of words and grammatical 
structure. It also investigates the intonation, stress, and rhythm of speech." From the array of 
definitions, stylistic refers to the study and analysis of various elements that contribute to the 
style and manner of expression in a particular piece of writing or communication. It involves 
examining the choices made by the author or speaker in terms of language, vocabulary, 
sentence structure, figures of speech, tone, and other literary or rhetorical devices. These 
definitions from scholars and experts in the field provide a comprehensive understanding of 
stylistics as a linguistic discipline that focuses on the study of language use, expressive 
language features, and their impact on various forms of discourse, including literature. 
 
What is stylistics analysis? 
 
According to Simpson (2004) "Stylistics: A Resource Book for Students" "Stylistic analysis 
is concerned with understanding how writers shape their texts through their choices of 
language, including figures of speech, sound patterns, sentence structures, and overall 
organization. It aims to uncover the stylistic devices employed to create certain effects and 
meanings." From "Stylistics" by Bradford (1997) "Stylistic analysis is concerned with the 
examination of the linguistic and formal elements of a text. It seeks to uncover how the 
writer's choices of language and style contribute to the overall meaning and effect of the 
text." According to "A Dictionary of Stylistics" by Wales (2001): "Stylistic analysis is the 
systematic examination of the choices made by a writer in terms of language, literary 
techniques, and stylistic devices. It aims to reveal the expressive and artistic qualities of a text 
and understand how these contribute to its overall impact." In "Stylistics: A Practical 
Coursebook" by Jonathan Hope and Laura Wright (1997): "Stylistic analysis involves 
studying the linguistic features of a text, such as vocabulary, grammar, syntax, and 



phonology, to understand how they shape the style and meaning of the text. It explores the 
choices made by the author and the effects they create."  
 
Stylistic analysis refers to the systematic examination and interpretation of the linguistic and 
literary features employed in a text or discourse. It involves studying the choices made by an 
author or speaker in terms of language, style, structure, and rhetorical devices to understand 
the overall effect and meaning conveyed. Stylistic analysis typically involves analyzing 
various aspects of the text, such as: 
 
1. Language Choices: Examining the vocabulary, diction, and syntax used in the text to 

determine their impact on the overall style and tone. 
 

2. Figures of Speech: Identifying and analyzing literary devices such as similes, metaphors, 
personification, alliteration, or hyperbole to understand their function and effect within 
the text. 
 

3. Rhetorical Devices: Analyzing the use of rhetorical strategies, such as repetition, 
parallelism, irony, or rhetorical questions, to enhance the persuasive or emotive power of 
the text. 
 

4. Sentence Structure and Syntax: Investigating the arrangement of words, phrases, and 
clauses to understand their impact on the flow, rhythm, and emphasis within the text. 
 

5. Literary Techniques: Exploring the use of narrative techniques, point of view, 
characterization, symbolism, or imagery to uncover deeper layers of meaning and 
thematic significance. 

 
By conducting a stylistic analysis, readers or researchers can gain insights into the author's 
intentions, the cultural and historical context of the text, the characters' perspectives, and the 
overall artistic or rhetorical qualities of the work. It allows for a deeper appreciation and 
understanding of the choices made in crafting the text and the effects they have on the reader 
or audience.  
 
Stylistic analysis of excerpts from L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous 
 
Language is an extraordinary tool that shapes our perception of the world and enables us to 
connect, express ideas, and convey emotions. Beyond its functional purpose, language 
possesses an inherent artistic dimension, allowing individuals to engage in a symphony of 
stylistic choices. From the nuanced selection of words to the deliberate arrangement of 
sentences, the artistry of language holds immense power in capturing attention, provoking 
thought, and forging deep connections with the reader. This section focuses on the stylistic 
analysis of the excerpts from L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous. The excerpts from the 
novel are presented below:  
 
Figurative Language used in L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous 
 
1. Mais ceux qui, comme moi, avaient la tête éclaire par des visions surnaturelles surent que 

l'enfant à naitre serait soit un dangereux bandit, soit un immense perturbateur de l'ordre 
social. P.18 

 



2. Kanégnon logeait dans le ventre maternel, comme un roi dans son palais. Bla Nan 
l'entendait chanter, et quand il chantait de sa voix d'Orphée, elle se sentait inonder par 
des flots de bonheur, son ventre se laissait parcourir par des frissons et des éclairs. p. 18 

 
3. Après sept tentatives infructueuses dont quatre coups d'état avortés et trois élections 

désastreuses et calamiteuses, Kanégnon parvint enfin au pouvoir. L'élection qui le 
consacra se tint sous une pluie de larmes, et Kanégnon, élu par des colonnes de cadavres 
claudiquant, bras et pieds tranches, trainant entrailles et cervelles sur le bitume éploré, 
fut transporte au palais présidentiel par une marée torrentielle de sang. P. 53 

 
4. Les rues, veritables fleuves d'ébène, faisaient rouler en echo les chants des femmes, 

celebrant Kanegnon, le David des tropiques. P.38 
 
Analysis of the excerpts  
 
Excerpt 1 : In the quote, "Mais ceux qui, comme moi, avaient la tête éclaire par des visions 
surnaturelles surent que l'enfant à naitre serait soit un dangereux bandit, soit un immense 
perturbateur de l'ordre social" (p. 18), there are figurative expressions that contribute to the 
overall meaning and imagery of the statement. Let's analyze them: "La tête éclairée par des 
visions surnaturelles" (the head lit up by supernatural visions): This is a metaphorical 
expression that suggests having an enlightened or illuminated mind due to supernatural or 
mystical experiences. It implies having special knowledge or insights beyond ordinary 
perception. "Un dangereux bandit" (a dangerous bandit): This is a metaphorical 
characterization of the unborn child. It portrays the child as a potential threat or criminal 
figure, emphasizing their potential for causing harm or disruption. "Un immense perturbateur 
de l'ordre social" (an immense disrupter of the social order): This is a metaphorical 
expression that depicts the child as someone capable of creating significant disturbance or 
upheaval in the established social order. It suggests that the child's actions could challenge or 
disrupt the existing norms and structures of society. 
 
These figurative expressions help convey the idea that the unborn child in question carries the 
potential for significant impact, either in a negative (as a dangerous bandit) or transformative 
(as a disrupter of the social order) way. The figurative language enhances the imagery and 
adds depth to the meaning of the quote. 
 
Excerpt 2: In the quote, "Kanegnon logeait dans le ventre maternel, comme un roi dans son 
palais. Bla Nan l'entendait chanter, et quand il chantait de sa voix d'Orphée, elle se sentait 
inonder par des flots de bonheur, son ventre se laissait parcourir par des frissons et des 
éclairs," there are several figurative expressions that contribute to the overall imagery and 
meaning. Let's analyze them: "Kanegnon logeait dans le ventre maternel, comme un roi dans 
son palais" (Kanegnon resided in the mother's womb, like a king in his palace): This is a 
simile that compares Kanegnon's presence in the mother's womb to that of a king in his grand 
palace. It highlights the idea of Kanegnon's importance and authority within the maternal 
space. "Quand il chantait de sa voix d'Orphée" (When he sang with his Orpheus-like voice): 
This is a simile that compares Kanegnon's singing voice to that of Orpheus, a legendary 
musician known for his enchanting voice. It suggests that Kanegnon's voice is captivating, 
beautiful, and capable of evoking strong emotions. "Elle se sentait inonder par des flots de 
bonheur" (She felt flooded by waves of happiness): This is a metaphor that conveys the 
intensity of Bla Nan's emotions. It suggests that her happiness is so overwhelming and 
powerful that it engulfs her completely, comparing it to being submerged in a flood of 



happiness. "Son ventre se laissait parcourir par des frissons et des éclairs" (Her belly was 
traversed by shivers and lightning): This is a metaphorical description of the physical 
sensations experienced by Bla Nan. It implies that the emotions and the impact of Kanegnon's 
singing are so intense that they create a sensation of shivers and flashes of electricity within 
her. These figurative expressions serve to enhance the sensory and emotional experience 
described in the quote. They paint a vivid picture of the strong connection between 
Kanegnon's presence, his singing, and the profound impact they have on Bla Nan, 
emphasizing the depth of their emotional and physical connection. 
 
Excerpt 3: In the quote, "Après sept tentatives infructueuses dont quatre coups d'état avortés 
et trois élections désastreuses et calamiteuses, Kanegnon parvint enfin au pouvoir. L'élection 
qui le consacra se tint sous une pluie de larmes, et Kanegnon, élu par des colonnes de 
cadavres claudiquant, bras et pieds tranchés, traînant entrailles et cervelles sur le bitume 
éploré, fut transporté au palais présidentiel par une marée torrentielle de sang," there are 
several figurative expressions that contribute to the overall imagery and meaning. Let's 
analyze them: "Après sept tentatives infructueuses dont quatre coups d'état avortés et trois 
élections désastreuses et calamiteuses" (After seven unsuccessful attempts, including four 
aborted coups d'état and three disastrous and calamitous elections): This is a figurative 
expression that employs exaggeration to emphasize the frequency and magnitude of the failed 
attempts and elections. It adds intensity and drama to the narrative. "L'élection qui le 
consacra se tint sous une pluie de larmes" (The election that consecrated him was held under 
a rain of tears): This is a metaphorical expression that conveys a sense of sorrow, grief, or 
emotional turmoil surrounding the election. It suggests that the election was accompanied by 
intense emotions and hardship. "Élu par des colonnes de cadavres claudiquant, bras et pieds 
tranchés, traînant entrailles et cervelles sur le bitume éploré" (Elected by columns of limping 
corpses, arms and feet severed, dragging entrails and brains across the mourning asphalt): 
This is a vivid and gruesome metaphorical description of the scene surrounding Kanegnon's 
election. It portrays a chaotic and violent atmosphere, where the use of dismembered bodies 
and spilled organs adds a sense of horror and brutality. "Fut transporté au palais présidentiel 
par une marée torrentielle de sang" (Was carried to the presidential palace in a torrential 
shower of blood): This is a metaphorical expression that creates a vivid and striking image of 
Kanegnon's journey to power. It implies a significant amount of violence and bloodshed, 
emphasizing the brutality and the cost of his rise to the presidency. These figurative 
expressions contribute to the overall tone and imagery of the passage, evoking a sense of 
turmoil, violence, and sacrifice. They enhance the narrative by creating powerful visual and 
emotional impact. 
 
Excerpt 4: Metaphor: The figure of speech present in the quote is a metaphor. The phrase 
"the streets, veritable rivers of ebony" uses the metaphor of "rivers of ebony" to describe the 
streets. It implies that the streets are flowing and vibrant, reminiscent of the powerful and 
steady flow of a river. The use of "ebony" emphasizes the color of the streets, suggesting a 
dark and rich hue. Allusion: The phrase "celebrating Kanegnon, the David of the tropics" 
contains an allusion. It refers to Kanegnon as the "David of the tropics," making a 
comparison to the biblical figure of David. This allusion suggests that Kanegnon is seen as a 
heroic and inspirational figure, like David, who is known for his bravery and leadership. 
These figures of speech enhance the language and add vividness to the description of the 
streets and the celebration of Kanegnon. The metaphorical language of "rivers of ebony" 
evokes a sense of movement and energy, painting a picture of bustling streets filled with 
music and joy. The allusion to David adds depth to the characterization of Kanegnon, 
highlighting his heroic qualities and elevating his status within the narrative. Overall, these 



figures of speech contribute to the poetic and evocative nature of the language used in the 
novel, enhancing the imagery and adding layers of meaning to the description of the scene. 
 
Use of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions in "L'État Z'Héros ou la 
Guerre des Gaous 
 
1. And "warifatche," the rich boss of the attackers, who sent you buses, weapons and money 

to convoy, house and feed the attackers. p. 74 
 

2. Batard! fils de batard! Qui t'a dit de le tuer? tu ne l'as pas vu avec le Presi sur la photo? Tu 
ne sais pas que c'est le pote du presi? Voila, a cause de toi, un enfoire, un couillon, RFI va 
parler de nous! Voyou! Ta mere con-pourri! Si tu dis un mot, je te tue, je coupe ta pine et 
te la fous dans ta vilaine bouche de cafard. P. 76 

 
3. Ca ne nous dérange pas du tout ! parce qu’on sait que vous etes bardés de grigris 

dangereux et que vos costumes sont trempees de nansidji (eau ayant des pouvoirs 
mystiques et surnatruels). P.126 

 
4. Mon frère, nous, on est venus sur la terre pour accopagner les autres ! Des enfants comme 

ca la, ils sont devenus riches dans dibi-dibi-la, (cafouillage, désordre) en vitesse fio ! On 
voit pas la différence entre eux et les autres. P.150 

 
Analysis of the excerpts  
 
Excerpt 1: In the quote from "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous," the author, Maurice 
Bandaman, employs dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions to enhance the 
authenticity of the language and depict the cultural context. Dialects: The use of dialects can 
be observed in the word "warifatche," which is likely a term specific to a particular region or 
community. This inclusion of dialect adds local flavor and reflects the diversity of language 
within the story, representing the cultural nuances and identities of the characters. 
Colloquialisms: The use of colloquial language is evident in phrases such as "sent you buses, 
weapons, and money to convoy, house and feed the attackers." The use of "sent you" instead 
of "sent" and the repetition of the word "and" reflect informal speech patterns. This colloquial 
style adds realism to the dialogue, mimicking everyday conversation and capturing the 
informal tone of the characters. Vernacular Expressions: The phrase "convoy, house and feed 
the attackers" uses vernacular expressions commonly used in informal speech. These 
expressions reflect the practical and straightforward language used in everyday situations. 
They contribute to the overall naturalness and authenticity of the dialogue, grounding the 
narrative in a specific cultural and linguistic context. 
 
By incorporating dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions, Bandaman portrays the 
characters' unique voices, capturing the richness and diversity of language within the story. 
These linguistic elements help establish a sense of place, emphasizing the cultural nuances 
and providing a more immersive reading experience. They also contribute to the development 
of realistic and relatable characters, enhancing the overall authenticity of the narrative. 
 
Excerpt 2: The quote from "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" by Maurice Bandaman 
exhibits the use of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions. Let's analyze it: 
Colloquialisms: The use of expressions such as "Bastard! Son of a bastard!" and "Thug! Your 
stupid mother!" represents colloquial language. These are strong and informal insults 



commonly used in everyday speech, reflecting the emotional intensity of the speaker and the 
confrontational nature of the dialogue. Vernacular expressions: The phrase "Who told you to 
kill him?" and "Didn't you see him with the Presi in the photo?" are examples of vernacular 
expressions. They use direct, straightforward language commonly used in informal 
conversations. These expressions may deviate from formal grammatical structures but 
effectively convey the speaker's message. The use of these dialects, colloquialisms, and 
vernacular expressions serves multiple purposes within the context of the quote. They add 
authenticity to the dialogue, reflecting the characters' cultural and social backgrounds. The 
colloquial insults and confrontational language contribute to the emotional intensity of the 
scene, highlighting the anger and frustration of the speaker. Additionally, the vernacular 
expressions enhance the realism of the conversation, creating a sense of familiarity and 
immediacy. By incorporating dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions, Bandaman 
captures the nuances of everyday speech, making the dialogue feel genuine and relatable. 
These language choices contribute to the characterization, tone, and atmosphere of the novel, 
providing a rich and immersive reading experience. 
 
Excerpt 3: The quote from "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" by Maurice Bandaman 
contains the use of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions. Let's analyze it: 
Colloquialisms and Vernacular Expressions: The phrase "Ca ne nous dérange pas du tout!" (It 
doesn't bother us at all!) reflects a colloquial and informal expression commonly used in 
everyday speech. This expression conveys a casual and relaxed tone. Vernacular Expression: 
The term "grigris" refers to objects or charms believed to have mystical or supernatural 
powers. It is a vernacular expression specific to certain cultural contexts or belief systems. 
Dialect: The use of "nansidji" refers to water believed to possess mystical and supernatural 
powers. It may represent a specific regional dialect or cultural reference within the novel. The 
inclusion of these colloquialisms, vernacular expressions, and potentially dialects adds 
authenticity and cultural richness to the dialogue. It reflects the unique speech patterns and 
beliefs of the characters, providing insight into their cultural backgrounds and perspectives. 
These language choices contribute to the overall atmosphere and characterization within the 
novel, allowing readers to better understand the cultural context and the characters' beliefs 
and attitudes. Overall, Bandaman's incorporation of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular 
expressions adds depth and authenticity to the dialogue in "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des 
Gaous." It enhances the cultural and linguistic diversity within the narrative and immerses the 
reader in the world of the story. 
 
Excerpt 4: The quote from "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" by Maurice Bandaman 
contains the use of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions. Let's analyze it: 
Colloquialisms and Vernacular Expressions: The phrase "Mon frère, nous, on est venus sur la 
terre pour accopagner les autres!" (My brother, we came to this earth to accompany others!) 
reflects colloquial and informal language commonly used in everyday speech. It conveys a 
friendly and familiar tone. The term "dibi-dibi-la" represents a colloquial expression used to 
describe confusion, disorder, or chaos. It adds a playful and expressive element to the 
dialogue. Dialect: The phrase "en vitesse fio!" is a vernacular expression that conveys a sense 
of speed, urgency, or efficiency. It may represent a specific regional dialect or cultural 
reference within the novel. The use of these colloquialisms, vernacular expressions, and 
potentially dialects helps to capture the authenticity of the characters' speech and their 
cultural backgrounds. It adds depth and realism to the dialogue, providing insight into the 
characters' attitudes, beliefs, and ways of communication. By incorporating these language 
elements, Bandaman creates a sense of familiarity and reliability, allowing readers to connect 
with the characters on a deeper level. It enhances the cultural richness of the narrative and 



adds to the overall authenticity and immersion in the story. Overall, the inclusion of dialects, 
colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions in "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" 
enriches the dialogue, portrays the characters' unique voices, and enhances the cultural 
diversity within the narrative. 
 
Conclusion  
 
In conclusion, the stylistic analysis of the use of language in Maurice Bandaman's novel 
"L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des Gaous" reveals a rich tapestry of linguistic techniques that 
contribute to the depth and authenticity of the narrative. Through the exploration of various 
figures of speech, dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions, Bandaman showcases 
his mastery in crafting a vivid and immersive linguistic landscape. 
 
The use of figures of speech such as similes, metaphors, and hyperbole adds depth and 
imagery to the descriptions, allowing readers to vividly visualize the scenes and emotions 
portrayed in the novel. These figures of speech enhance the reader's engagement with the 
story, creating a dynamic and evocative reading experience. 
 
Furthermore, the incorporation of dialects, colloquialisms, and vernacular expressions 
captures the diversity and authenticity of the characters' speech patterns, cultural 
backgrounds, and social contexts. Bandaman masterfully presents the unique voices and 
perspectives of his characters, enriching the narrative and providing a deeper understanding 
of their identities and experiences. 
 
Through his skillful use of language, Bandaman not only tells a compelling story but also 
reflects the complexity of the socio-cultural and political contexts within the novel. The 
language choices employed by the author highlight the power dynamics, social tensions, and 
cultural nuances present in the narrative, offering critical insights into the themes of the work. 
 
Overall, the stylistic analysis of the use of language in "L'État Z'Héros ou la Guerre des 
Gaous" showcases Bandaman's ability to craft a linguistic tapestry that immerses readers in 
the world of the novel. The intricate interplay of figures of speech, dialects, colloquialisms, 
and vernacular expressions contributes to the authenticity, depth, and richness of the 
narrative, making it a captivating and thought-provoking literary work. 
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